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Feminism has dramatically influenced the way literary texts
are read, taught and evaluated. Feminist literary theory has
deliberately transgressed traditional boundaries between
literature, philosophy and the social sciences in order to
understand how gender has been constructed and
represented through language. This lively and thoughtprovoking Companion presents a range of approaches to the
field. Some of the essays demonstrate feminist critical
principles at work in analysing texts, while others take a step
back to trace the development of a particular feminist literary
method. The essays draw on a range of primary material from
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further reading to explore this field further. This is the most
accessible guide available both for students of literature new
to this developing field, and for students of gender studies
and readers interested in the interactions of feminism, literary
criticism and literature.
The law of immunity of states, of international organisations,
and of public officials is one of the most important and most
controversial topics of international law. The book takes up
new trends and challenges in this field and assesses them
within the framework of global constitutionalism and multilevel
governance. Contains chapters in both English and French.
The Oxford Handbook of the History of International Law
provides an authoritative and original overview of the origins,
concepts, and core issues of international law. The first
comprehensive Handbook on the history of international law,
it is a truly unique contribution to the literature of international
law and relations. Pursuing both a global and an
interdisciplinary approach, the Handbook brings together
some sixty eminent scholars of international law, legal history,
and global history from all parts of the world. Covering
international legal developments from the 15th century until
the end of World War II, the Handbook consists of over sixty
individual chapters which are arranged in six parts. The book
opens with an analysis of the principal actors in the history of
international law, namely states, peoples and nations,
international organisations and courts, and civil society
actors. Part Two is devoted to a number of key themes of the
history of international law, such as peace and war, the
sovereignty of states, hegemony, religion, and the protection
of the individual person. Part Three addresses the history of
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as well as 'encounters' between non-European legal cultures
(like those of China, Japan, and India) and Europe which had
a lasting impact on the body of international law. Part Four
examines certain forms of 'interaction or imposition' in
international law, such as diplomacy (as an example of
interaction) or colonization and domination (as an example of
imposition of law). The classical juxtaposition of the civilized
and the uncivilized is also critically studied. Part Five is
concerned with problems of the method and theory of history
writing in international law, for instance the periodisation of
international law, or Eurocentrism in the traditional
historiography of international law. The Handbook concludes
with a Part Six, entitled "People in Portrait", which explores
the life and work of twenty prominent scholars and thinkers of
international law, ranging from Muhammad al-Shaybani to Sir
Hersch Lauterpacht. The Handbook will be an invaluable
resource for students and scholars of international law. It
provides historians with new perspectives on international
law, and increases the historical and cultural awareness of
scholars of international law. It is the standard reference work
for the global history of international law.
Investment treaty arbitration has a hybrid nature combining
public international law (as regards its substance) with
elements of international commercial arbitration (mainly as
regards procedure). However, in essence and function it
deals with a special, internationalised form of judicial review
of governmental conduct that is more akin to the judicial
control of governmental action provided for by national
administrative and constitutional law than to either classic
inter-state dispute resolution or international commercial
arbitration. This has been recognised in some academic
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based judicial review of governmental action, such as
international trade or human rights law, is used to help specify
and apply the open-ended concepts of investment treaties. Indepth conceptualization is however often lacking. The current
study is the first, pioneering effort to bring these underdeveloped ad hoc references to comparative and
international administrative law concepts into a deeper
theoretic and systematic framework. The book thus intends to
develop a 'bridge' between treaty-based international
investment arbitration and comparative administrative law on
both a theoretical and practical level. The major obligations in
investment treaties (indirect expropriation, fair and equitable
treatment, national treatment, umbrella/sanctity of contract
clause) and major procedural principles will be compared with
their counterpart in comparative public law, both on the
domestic as well as international level. That 'bridge' will allow
international investment law to benefit from the comparative
public law experience, which could enhance its legitimacy, its
political acceptance, and its ability to develop more finelytuned interpretations of central treaty obligations.
L’ouvrage présente et analyse tous les phénomènes
d’internationalisation qui affectent le droit et la pratique des
contrats publics.
To what extent is the language of judicial opinions responsive
to the political and social context in which constitutional courts
operate? Courts are reason-giving institutions, with
argumentation playing a central role in constitutional
adjudication. However, a cursory look at just a handful of
constitutional systems suggests important differences in the
practices of constitutional judges, whether in matters of form,
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quantitative analysis offers the most comprehensive and
systematic account of constitutional reasoning to date. This
analysis is supported by the examination of eighteen legal
systems around the world including the European Court of
Human Rights and the European Court of Justice. Universally
common aspects of constitutional reasoning are identified in
this book, and contributors also examine whether common
law countries differ to civil law countries in this respect.
The past decade has witnessed change in the ways judges
for the Court of Justice of the European Union and the
European Court of Human Rights are selected. The leitmotif
has been securing greater professional quality of the judicial
candidates, and, for this purpose, both European systems
have put in place various advisory panels or selection
committees that are called to evaluate the aptitude of the
candidates put forward by the national governments. Are
these institutional reforms successful in guaranteeing greater
quality of the judicial candidates? Do they increase the
legitimacy of the European courts? Has the creation of these
advisory panels in any way altered the institutional balance,
either horizontally within the international organizations, or
vertically, between the respective organization and its
Member States? Above all, has the spree of 'judicial
comitology' as currently practiced a good way for selecting
Europe's judges? These and a number of other questions are
addressed in this topical volume in a comparative and
interdisciplinary prospective. The book is structured into two
elements: first, how the operation of the new selection
mechanisms is captured and analyzed from different vantage
points, and secondly, having mapped the ground, the book
critically and comparatively engages with selected common
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This Handbook brings together scholars whose essays
discuss significant issues with regard to international
organization as a process and international organizations as
institutions. Although the focus is on intergovernmental
organizations (IGOs), non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) are discussed where relevant. The handbook is
divided into six parts: Documentation, Data Sets and Sources
International Secretariats as Bureaucracies Actors within
International Bureaucracies Processes within International
Bureaucracies Challenges to International Organizations, and
Expanding International Architectures. The state-of-the-art
articles are meant to encourage current and future
generations of scholars to enjoy working in and further
exploiting the field and are also of great interest to
practitioners of international organization and global
governance
Realizing Utopia is a collection of essays by a group of
innovative international jurists. Its contributors reflect on some
of the major legal problems facing the international
community and analyse the inconsistencies or inadequacies
of current law. They highlight the elements - even if minor,
hidden, or emerging - that are likely to lead to future changes
or improvements. Finally, they suggest how these elements
can be developed, enhanced, and brought to fruition in the
next two or three decades, with a view to achieving an
improved architecture of world society or, at a minimum, to
reshaping some major aspects of international dealings.
Contributions to the book thus try to discern the potential, in
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international law on national legal orders continues to
increase, this volume takes stock of how far international law
has come and how it should continue to develop. The work
features an impressive list of contributors, including many of
the leading authorities on international law and several judges
of the International Court of Justice.
For the time being, the political project of basing the
European Union on a document entitled 'Constitution' has
failed. The second, revised and enlarged edition of this
volume retains its title nonetheless. Building on a scholarly
rather than black-letter law account, it shows European
constitutional law as it looks following the Treaty of Lisbon,
with the EU's foundational treaties mandating the exercise of
public authority, establishing a hierarchy of norms and
legitimising legal acts, providing for citizenship, and granting
fundamental rights. In this way the treaties shape the
relations between legal orders, between public interest
regulation and market economy, and between law and
politics. The contributions demonstrate in detail how a
constitutional approach furthers understanding of the core
issues of EU law, how it offers theoretical and doctrinal
insights, and how it adds critical perspective. From Reviews
of the First Edition: "...should be mandatory reading for
anyone who wants to get a holistic perspective of the
academic debate on Europe's constitutional foundations...It is
impossible to present the richness of thought contained in the
833 pages of the book in a short review." Common Market
Law Review "an enduring scholarly work, which gives an
English-speaking audience important, and overdue, access to
the long-standing and forever-vigorous traditions of
(European) constitutional law... unhesitatingly
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